SAAS:
THE RDP ADVANTAGE FOR ISVS AND USERS
How RDP SaaS deployment reduces costs, time to market and barriers to entry while improving security, performance and the UX

Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) face 3 critical decisions:
1.
2.
3.

On premise or SaaS?
In house or outsource?
Web SaaS or RDP SaaS?

On Premise or SaaS?
The on premise model requires upfront and ongoing capital expenses for the customer including hardware, software, installation, maintenance, monitoring, backup,
security and support as well as user management. In addition, local servers and
systems vary widely in performance levels and may not guarantee optimum performance of your mission critical software. These factors combined can result in a
bad UX which is bad for business.

By 2015 the size of
the SaaS market will
grow from $16 billion
today to more than

Software as a Service (SaaS), however, leverages cloud technology to ensure
consistent and reliable performance due to total control of the hosting environment. In addition, the burdens of upfront and ongoing capital expenses, as well as
managing, monitoring and maintaining the installation, has been lifted off the
shoulders of customers and end-users. This contributes to a positive UX which is
good for business.

$21 billion.
- Gartner

These factors, along with the added benefits of mobility, flexibility and scalability,
are major drivers behind the growth of SaaS. According to Gartner, by 2015 the
size of the SaaS market will grow from $16 billion today to more than $21 billion.
For ISVs the question is no longer if, but when and how to move their software to
the cloud.

SaaS Advantages

Behind the SaaS trend: users unchaining themselves from their PC and going mobile.



Anywhere anytime access



No hardware or software



Predictable cost model



Flexible



Scalable



Improved UX

SaaS vs. On Premise

DCD RDP SaaS

On Premise

Server Hardware

$0

$3,500

Server Software

$0

$2,500

Implementation Services

$0

$4,000

Annual Support and Maintenance
System updates, monitoring, security updates

$0

$6,000

Licensing Fee

Same

Same

Setup Fee

$199

NA

5 Users @ $49.95/month

$249.75

NA

Total Install costs

$448.75

$10,000

Total Annual Cost

$2,997 FIXED

$6,000 VARIABLE

Three Year Total Cost

$9,490 FIXED

$28,000 VARIABLE

*Example based on estimated costs for typical 5 user system

Server, backup devices, UPS, switches, etc.
Windows Server 2008, SQL 2008, Antivirus, backup,
Remote Access, etc.
Install, configure, etc.

Which way of running your business would make you sleep better at night?

DCD RDP SaaS

Software as a Service is expected to
see a growth of
17.4% globally.
-Gartner




Optimal configuration of network, hardware and software.





Anywhere access comes standard.



Data availability and recoverability built into price. Data is replicated and backups
are tested.



48 hour go live rapid deployment.

Mission critical business application is protected from end user PC problems including viruses, spyware and other PC plagues.
24 x 7 x 365 monitoring comes standard.
Server located in secure, severe weather hardened data center with redundant
power, climate control, and internet as well as fire protection and enterprise grade
internet security.

On Premise



Server not guaranteed for optimal performance.



Need to provide physical security and necessary environment for reliable server
operations. Is server in a hot, dusty (heat and dust kill a server) closet with no fire,
flood, hurricane or theft protection?



Anywhere access via the internet is not included with purchase of server and adds
a serious security threat if not set up correctly.



Potential administrative overhead to manage all users especially if remote access
is required.



Implementation can take weeks or months.

All associated support and maintenance of server dependent on your time and
resources even if outsourced. Are backups being verified and tested? Operating
system updated? Service Packs applied?

What is RDP?
Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) is a
proprietary internet access protocol developed by Microsoft and part of their
Remote Desktop Services formerly
known as Terminal Services.
For the geeks who want to know, the
default internet access port is Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) port 3389.

With RDP deployment enterprise apps retain the full functionality of the desktop version.

In House or Outsource?
Once an ISV has decided to make the move to the cloud they have to decide if they
will host the software in house or outsource. This is probably the easiest decision to
make because one path requires an ISV to add data center implementation and
management to its core competency as well as large infrastructure investments.
The answer to this question depends greatly on in house resources, expertise and
capital.

Web SaaS or RDP SaaS?
The two main deployment models for SaaS include web SaaS and RDP SaaS. For
web SaaS deployment, the web app is deployed via the internet using Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Users access web-based software using an internet
browser such as Internet Explorer, Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. Browserbased software can be problematic due to browser compatibility issues, security
vulnerabilities, and difficulty integrating with other necessary applications.
For RDP SaaS deployment, the RDP app is deployed via the internet using Remote
Desktop Protocol (RDP). Users access RDP-based software using an RDP client
which is native to Windows and will run on any OS including Apple, iOS and Android. The RDP app appears like an app running on the local desktop, but it is actually running in the cloud.
While both the web app and the RDP app offer the same basic SaaS advantages,
the RDP app offers additional significant advantages over a web app. Added benefits include reduced costs, time to market, and barriers to entry with improved security, performance and UX. Additionally, all of the functionality developed for your
desktop version is preserved with the RDP SaaS deployment solution, and can be
integrated with other applications like your desktop version.

FEATURE COMPARISON
Microsoft Office integration
Integrate with other web apps
No file server needed
Better bandwidth utilization
Real ‘application interface’
Print from anywhere
Built-in file security
Built-in user security
Built-in file storage
Built-in file sharing

RDP App Web App












NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

RDP deployment offers significant advantages over a web app and costs significantly less to deploy.

RDP Advantages
No development required. Unlike a traditional web app, RDP app deployment
requires no changes to be made to the code of the software, and all original functionality is retained.
Reduced time to market. Because there is no development required, RDP
apps can be deployed rapidly in days, not weeks or months like web apps.
Reduced costs. With no development required and rapid deployment, capital
costs are greatly reduced compared with web deployment.
Reduced barrier to entry. Reduced costs and time to market ultimately mean
fewer obstacles to getting your software into the hands of users.
No browser compatibility issues. RDP is not subject to the issues unique to
each browser including Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, and Mozilla Firefox.
Increased security. RDP internet access requires authentication and encryption unlike HTTP internet access.
Improved performance. Because RDP does not have the browser and security issues inherent in HTTP, overall performance is improved.
Optimized UX. Fast, secure, reliable apps result in an optimized UX.

Your Cloud Partner
DataCenterDirect is a Microsoft Certified Partner with over 30+ years combined
experience and we have been migrating networks and applications to the cloud since
2005.
Our secure state of the art data center is strategically located directly on the fiber optic hub of the US in Indianapolis, IN ensuring optimum cloud performance.
We are a veteran owned and operated business with a demonstrated ethos of dedication and commitment.

Data Center Features:











Delivery of robust Windows based servers including updates and patches.
Enterprise network security including advanced application layer security (NAT,
IDS, Virus, SPAM).
Hourly image based server backups for recovery of BOTH data AND applications.
Integrated application support partnership for application updates.
Completely redundant facility for 99.9999% uptime.
Redundant power feeds.
Advanced fire suppression.
Industrial-grade Generac generators.
Redundant cooling.
Redundant fiber connections directly connected to internet backbone.

Contact Us
Give us a call for more information about our SaaS Cloud
Hosting Solutions.
DataCenterDirect
15470 Endeavor Drive
Suite 400
Noblesville, IN 46060
(317) 524-1707
sales@datacenterdirect.com
Visit us on the web at
www.datacenterdirect.com

DataCenterDirect—Your Cloud Partner

Included in Setup:

Included in monthly fee:



Optimized Windows Server 2008 r2



Server hardware



Network security policies



Rackspace and bandwidth



Advanced user GPO security profiles



User licenses



Necessary desktop applications



Monitoring



Share folders and permissions



Updates



Remote printing configuration



Maintenance



User logins and profiles



Data backup and retention

Backups



Advanced monitoring



Optimized for enterprise applications



